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Robust Controller for Systems with Exponentially 
Stable Strongly Continuous Semigroups 
SEPPO POHJOLAINEN 
The theory of robus! controllers IS extended to rhc case where WC have boundary 
and/or distributed control and the system operator IS an inlinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous exponentially stable semigroup. An example on hyperbolic 
systems is presented. ( IYX5 Auadcmlc I’wza. Inc 
1. INTIWIXCTION 
The finite-dimensional robust control theory [2] has recently been 
generalized for infinite-dimensional systems [S]. The general assumptions 
of this design method are: the possibly unknown-plant should be linear 
and open-loop stable. The purpose of the control is to guarantee output 
regulation in spite of some perturbations and system parameter variations. 
The structure of the output controller depends on the spectrum of the pcr- 
turbation and reference signals. The simplest, but in practice the most 
important, case, where the reference and perturbation signals are constant, 
will be treated in this paper. The extension to polynomial and exponential 
signals may be done as in [7]. 
This paper presents an extension of the author’s earlier results, where 
only systems with holomorphic semigroups have been treated. The main 
difficulty lies in the fact that infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous 
semigroups do not satisfy the spectrum determined growth condition [lo] 
and so the stability of the system cannot be judged on the basis of the spec- 
trum. 
Instead, the stability of the overall system will be proved by using a 
special perturbation result for semigroups. The idea is that we are able to 
use a similarity transform to modify the perturbation of the system 
operator’s stable part to be a bounded small perturbation of an 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup. 
Both boundary and distributed controls and perturbations are treated. 
Following [3 3 the boundary controls and perturbations are transformed 
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into the state-equation. Because our controls are sufficiently smooth in 
time, we are able to replace the time-derivatives of controls as state feed- 
back, and therefore we are directly led to an extended system with a 
strongly continuous semigroup that satisfies the spectrum decomposition 
assumption [4]. 
Finally, an example is presented to show how the method proposed 
works with a stable hyperbolic system. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us consider the following boundary-distributed control system [3, 51 
i=A,z+B,u,+E,wd, z(O)=;(~ED(A,,), 130 (2.1) 
S,z = B,,u,, + E,w, (2.2) 
y = cz. (2.3) 
where the state of the system z(r) E X, X being a Banach-space. The dis- 
tributed corm-01 ud( f ) E U,, the distributed perturbation w,, E W,, the houn- 
dary control u,,(f) E Ub, and the boundary perturbation wb(t) E W,, where 
Udr U,, W,, and W, are finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces. In addition 
the control operators B, E L( U,, X), B, E: f.( U,, H), and the perturbation 
operators Ed E L( W,, X), E, E L( W,, H), where H is a Banach-space. The 
perturbation wd is assumed to be constant. The perturbation H.,J~) is 
smoothly piecewise constant, so that M’,,(I) E C”‘[O, 3c), and @JI) #O only 
in an interval (r,, I,), 1, > f, >O. The moments f,, I, are (possibly) 
unknown. Obviously the perturbation ~~(1) describes a smooth transition 
from a level ~~(0) to a different perturbation levei )z~Jcx)). The smoothness 
imposed is necessary for our theoretical development. 
The measurement J( 1) E Y, where dim ( Y) = p. and C E L( X, Y). 
The spatial differential operator A,: D(A,) -+ X is assumed to be closed. 
The boundary operator S,: D(S,) + H, with D(A,) c U(S,). is a linear 
boundary operator. 
A solution z( f ) is a function z(r) E C’ ” [0, a) that satisfies (2.1)-(2.2) for 
t >, 0. 
We shall need the following two assumptions to continue. 
(1) Define an operator A:D(A)+X by Ax=A,.r for all XED(A), 
where 
D(A)= (x~E(A~)~&,x=O}. 
The operator A is assumed to be an infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup T,(t), which is stable, i.e., there are M 2 1 and Q > 0 
such that lITA(t < M. e I”‘. 
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(2) There are operators G, E L( Ut,, X), G,E L( W,, X) so that the 
ranges R(G,) c D(A,), R(G,) c &A,), and 
&CGul = 4 
&CGwl = 4,. 
Under these assumptions 
N,=A,G,EL(U,, X) 
and the following system is well-posed, 
~=A~x+g,u,-G,ic,+N,u,+N,,w,-tE~~~-G~~~, 
x(0) = x0 E D(A) (2.4) 
and has the unique solution 
x(t)= T,Jt) x0+ j-’ TA(f-~)[Bd~d(~)-GG,tib(~)+N,~b(~)l ds 
0 
w,, + Ed w,, - G, t&,(s)] ds. G-5) 
Then it is easy to show that 
z(t)=x(t)+G,u,(t)+G,w,(t) (2.6) 
is the unique solution to (2.1 k(2.3). 
Note that it is sufficient to select x(0) E D(A), since if (2.1 k(2.2) has a 
solution z(t), then 
&Iz(O)l =&A,(O) + &w,(O). 
Because of assumption (2), this implies 
S,,[z(O) - G,,q,(O) - G,w,(O)] = S,[x(O)] =O. 
Since x(O) E D(A,), this implies x(0) E D(A). 
Now we are able to pose the following control problem: 
PROBLEM 2.1. Find a multivariable Z-controller 
u(t) = E’ K, J ; (Y(T) - Y,,J dzt (2.7) 
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where EE lR+, K, E L( Y, Ud @ U,), so that the closed loop system will be 
stable and measurement (2.3) will be regulated to an arbitrary constant 
reference signal yrel~ Y, i.e., y(t) + yFef, as t --t co, in spite of the pertur- 
bations wd, w,,(t). 
3. THE SOLUTION-ROBUST CONTROLLER 
Let 
v(t) = J; (Y(S) - ~rer) & (3.1) 
and select the control as 
u(t)= Ud(l) [ 1 
Kid 
Mb(t) 
=~K,r/(t)=& L 1 K v(t), lb (3.2) 
where K,eL(Y, U,@ U,). 
Since u(t), as given in (3.2) will be twice continuously differentiable, 
provided that x0 E D(A), the original system (2.1 k(2.3) may be transfor- 
med as in Section 2. 
Since rib = s K,Jy(t) - y,,r), the closed loop system may be written as 
i 
il [ 
A-cG,KlbC E(B,,K,~+N,K,)-E~G,K,CG~K~ x 
d = c eCG,K, IL1 v 
+ 
E,w,-EG,K,CG,W~+EG,K,~,,,+N,,W,-G,~b 
CGw. wb - Yrer 1 
(3.3) 
or, in short, 
k = A(E) x + E(E) w + Fkb + D(E) yref, 40) E W(E)) 




C ECG,K, 1 . (3.5) 
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The system operator A(E) remains an infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup, since it can be viewed as a bounded perturbation of 
A 0 [ 1 0 0 
which is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup 
The following theorem gives the solution to Problem 2.1 and it will be 
proved in the sequel. 
THEOREM 3.1. There is a solution to Problem 2.1 if and only if 
rank[CA-‘B,, CA-‘N,-CG,]=p. (3.8) 
In order to prove Theorem 3.1 we shall need the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the system (3.4) is stable. Then the 
measurement y(t) will be regulated to an arbitrary constant reference signal 
yref~ Y, in spite of the unknown perturbations wd E W,, wb(t) E W,. 
Proof: Since A(E) is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous, 
stable semigroup, TAccj(t), the solution to (3.4) may be written as 
x(t) = T&t) xo + j’ Ta(z)(f --S)CE(G) w + D(E) yrer 
0 
- G,k,(s)I ds 
= T&t) xo + A-‘(4CL,,,(t) - IICE w + D(E) yre11 
12 - 
s TA,Ej(t -s) G,,,ti&) ds. II 
(3.9) 
Since TAcEI(t) is stable, there are constants h4, o > 0, such that IITacE,(t)ll d 
M. e-Or. By the Hille-Yosida-Phillips theorem, thenllR(l; A(&))[/ < 
M/(2 + w), for 1> --w. Thus 0 E p(A), and the bounded A ~ ‘(E) exists, and 
x(t) + x, = --A-‘(E)CWE) w + WE) yreJ, (3.10) 
as t + co. Hence x, = [x,, qS] ‘E D(A(&)), and 
A(E) xs = - [E(E) w + D(E) yrerl, (3.11) 
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which implies by (3.5)-(3.7) 
CX,+ECG,K,~,= -CG,w,+ yref. 
Since, as t -+ co, 
(3.12) 
b(t) = &Kfi~l(t) + E. K,v, = &.y, 
we have 
Cx, = -CG,w, + yref- ECG,~,,, (3.13) 
and if we let t + cc in (2.6) and substitute (3.13) into it, we have the result 
desired 
lim Cz(t) = Cx, + CG,u,,CG,w, = yref. 1 
t-rcc 
Theorem 3.2 proves that stabilization implies regulation. In the next 
theorem we shall show when stabilization is possible. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that 
rank[-CK’B,, -CAP’N,+CG,]=p, 
and let K,E L( Y, U, @ U,) such that’ 
(3.14) 
a([-CA-‘B,, -CA-‘N,+CG,] K,)c@-. (3.15) 
Then there is an E* > 0, such that the system (3.4) will be stabilized for all 
o<&<&*. 
Conversely, if the rank condition (3.14) fails, then the system (3.4) cannot 
be stabilized by any selection of E and K,. 
Proof: (Sufficiency). Suppose that (3.14) holds and select a K, so that 
the condition (3.15) is fulfilled. The system operator A(E) may be written as 
A(E) = A + EA”’ + c2A”‘, (3.16) 
where 
‘C- 
A= [ A 0 
c 0 
1 (3.17) 
A(‘) = -G,,K,C B, KM + Nu Km 0 CGuK, 1 (3.18) 
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The operator A is closed and A(‘) and AC2) are bounded. Obviously a(A) = 
o(A) u (0). Since A is a generator of a stable strongly continuous 
semigroup, 0 E p(A). Because the resolvent set p(A) is open, there is a 6 > 0 
such that U,(O) = { 1” E @ 1 [,I( < 6 > c P(A). 
So the spectrum of A satisfies the spectrum decomposition assumption 
[4, p. 1781. This decomposition holds also for the perturbed operator A(E) 
[4, p. 3791 at least if 
O<s<r,=mEip (a. I(R(I1;A)II + l))‘, (3.20) 
where r is a circle of radius r* centered at the origin, running in U,(O), and 
a = max { ilA(‘)II, ilA(2)il }. 
Let 
P(E) =s j- R(rl; A(E)) dL 
I- 
(3.21) 
be the corresponding projector [4, p. 2121. Then the operator A(E) 
may be decomposed according to the decomposition of the original space 
x=X@ Y=~+(F)@W~(E), where X+(F)=P(E)~,~~(E)=(Z-Z’(E))~, 
respectively. Let A+(E) and A-(E) be the restrictions of A(E) on 8+(s) and 
P-(E). Then A+(E) is bounded and finite-dimensional, and 
P(E) A(E) = A(E) P(E) = A+(E) P(E) 
(I- P(E)) A(E) c A(.s)(Z- P(E)) = A-(&)(I- P(E)). 
The strongly continuous semigroup TACEJ(t) will also be decomposed 
according to the decomposition of the space 2. 
The parts T&,,(t) and T,-(,)(t) are strongly continuous semigroups, with 
infinitesimal generators A + (E) and A (E), respectively [4, p. 2 12; 1, p. 75-J. 
Thus we may decompose the solution 
x(t) = T*(c)(f) x0 = T*,,,(t) P(E) x0 
+ T,,,,(t)(Z- P(E)) x0 
= L+(c,(f) f’(c) xo + Tc(dt)(z- P(E)) xo. (3.22) 
Clearly, the system (3.22) will be stable, if the semigroups T,+{,,(t) and 
TA -(S,( t) are stable. 
Stability of TAtcE, (t). Since A+(E) is finite-dimensional, stability of 
T a+(ej(t) can be seen from the spectrum. 
The behaviour of the eigenvalues of A+(E) can be examined by using 
perturbation theory. Since (3.16) is a holomorphic family of the type (A) 
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[4, p. 3791 we may directly take over the necessary finite-dimensional per- 
turbation results of [4] as we did in [S]. The eigenvalues Ai( 
i = 1, 2,..., p, of the operator A+(E) near E = 0 are given as a converging 
Puiseux series 
A,(E) = E. 11’) + E’ + l’pJa,j+ . . . . 
where pi> 1, and A{‘), i = 1, 2 ,..., p, are the eigenvalues of the operator 
P(0) A”‘P(0) on X’(0). Because 
P(O)= [ -(PAP, y-j (3.23) 
an easy computation proves that the eigenvalues Li’), i= l,.., p, are given 
as the eigenvalues of the operator 
[-CA-‘&, -CA-‘N,+CG,] K, 
in Cp x p. If K, is selected so that 
cJ([-CA -‘&, -CA~‘N,+CG,] K,)c@-, 
then T a+CEj(t) will be stable, for sufticiently small positive values of e. 
Stability of TAmcEJ(t). The operator A -(E) is an infinitesimal generator 
of a strongly continuous semigroup on X-(E) [ 11. We shall start by prov- 
ing that TAmcOj(t) is stable on Y(O), 
Since 
A(O)=A= "c ; , L 1 




jt, CT,(t -s) ds I 1 
T,(t) 0 
CA-‘T,(t)-CA-’ 1 I ’ (3.24) 
Since P(0) is known (3.23), we may compute T,-(,,(t) as 
Tc(o)(t) x0- = Ta-co,(f)(l- P(O)) xo 
[ 
L(f) 
= CA-‘T,(t)-CA-’ YJ [,:-I ii] [;:I 
T/At) 
= CA-‘T,(t)-CA-’ F 
TAt) xo 
= 1 CA-‘T,(t)x, ’ 
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The following estimate is now easily obtained: 
IIT*- x0 II&O) = II ~K,,,(tw- P(E)) %lIb-(o, 
I = II~,&)XOII:+ IICA- TAt)%lI: 
= < II~,&)l12C1 + llc~-‘11*1 llxol12 
<M2.ePZW’[1 + IICAP1(12] llxO1l* 
<M*(l+ llCA~~‘l12)e~2”‘Ilx~Il~~~o,, (3.25) 
since llxol18-co,= Ilxoll~+ IIC~~‘.42y, 
on P(0). 
which proves stability of T,-(,,(t) 
Now we may return to the original problem, the stability of T,-(,,(t) on 
W-(E). It is somewhat inconvenient that the space R-(E) depends on E. 
That is why we introduce the following uniformly bounded transformation 
operators U(E), V(E)EL(~), so that 
U(E) V(E) = V(E) U(E) = I (3.26) 
U(E): B- (0) + F(E) (3.27) 
V(E): P(E) + 8- (0). (3.28) 
See Appendix A for details. The stability of TA-(Ej(t) on Z-(E) will be 
guaranteed, if the operator V(E) TA-(Ej(f) U(E) is stable on 8-(O). Since 
V(E) TA-(E)(f) U(E) = ~Y(B)A-(E)c/(E)(~) (3.29) 
l-91, we have to prove that V(E) A-(E) U(E) is an infinitesimal generator of 
a strongly continuous stable semigroup on T’(O). This follows, since the 
transformation operators may be written as 
V(E)=z+&~(&) 
U(E) = z+ &U(E), 
where II ~t&)ll, II~(~)II, II r(c) All, and llAo(s)ll are uniformly bounded for 
0 < E < E*, E* > 0. See Appendix A for a proof. Thus, on wP (0), we have 
VAT U(c)=(I-P(0)) V(E)A(E)U(E)(Z-P(0)) 
=(Z- P(O))[A +EG(E)](Z- P(0)) 
=A-(O)+&(Z-P(0)) G(e)(Z-P(O)), 
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where 
G(E) = [A”‘+ V(E) A + A&E) + &A(‘) f E&) A”‘+ V(E) A&) 
+ EAT + E*&) A(*) + E*A’*)@) + E*&) Acl)@) 
+ E~@E) A(‘)@)]. 
Obviously there is a G > 0, such that llG(a)ll <G for all 0 GE < E*. Thus 
II(Z- P(O)) G(E)(Z- P(O))11 < G, also. 
Since A-(O) is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous stable 
semigroup, /IT,-&t)/l GM,. P for some M,>O, o ~0. A standard per- 
turbation result for strongly continuous semigroups [ 1 ] implies 
II L(B)A-(E)c,r(E)(t)~l <AI,. P+&“G@)” ‘MT)!. 
If 0 < E < w/( G. Mr.), then the semigroup T VCEjA~CEjUkj(t) will be stable on 
x-(O), which implies the stability of T,m,,,(t) on X-(E), also. Thus the 
proof of sufficiency is complete. Note that the condition (3.8) was not used 
in this part of the proof. 
(Necessity). Suppose the condition (3.8) fails. For any 
K,= EL(Y, u,o U,), 
there is a U# 0, such that 
C-CA-‘&, -CAp’N,+CG,] K,r/=O. 
Let 
x= -&A-l[B,K,d+N,K,J q, 
and x = [x, q] ‘. Then XE N(A(c)) for all .s>O. Thus O~cr(A+(.s)) for 
E E [0, E*] and the semigroup TA+(Ej(t), and hence TAJf) also, will not be 
stable. 1 
Note 3.1. The condition (3.8) implies dim ( Y) d dim (U, @ U,). This is 
a fundamental limitation of the controller. 
4. EXAMPLE 
Let us consider the following abstract hyperbolic system [S] 
jl(t)--~(t)+A,x(t)=B,u,(t)+E,w,, t>o,cr>o (4.1) 
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in a Hilbert-space H. The operator -A i is assumed to be self-adjoint and 
positive, with sup { Re {A} 11 E a(A ,)} < 0, B, E L( U, H), E, E L( W, H). Let 
X=D(( -A1)1’2)@ZZ. Then the system (4.1) may be written as 
The operator 
with D(A)=D(A,)@D((-A,)‘/*) . is an infinitesimal generator of an 
exponentially stable strongly continuous semigroup in X. Let the 
measurement be given as 
Y(t)=cx(f)= cc,,01 x,(t) L 1 x (t) , 2 (4.3) 
where C, E L(D( -A, )I/‘, Y). 
Now we may apply the theory presented. If 
rank[CAP’B]=rank[C,A;‘E,]=dim(Y), 
there is a robust Z-controller. 
Note that if we define the measurement as C= [IO, C,], i.e., instead of 
measuring velocity, we have position as measured variable, then it is easy 
to check that 
rank[CAPiB] =O, 
which indicates that it is not possible at all to regulate position in our 
system (4.1). 
APPENDIX A 
For simplicity, let us select the transformation operators, slightly dif- 
ferent from [4] 
U(E) = P(E) P(0) + (I-P(&))(Z- P(0)) (1) 
V(E) = [I- (P(O) - P(&)Yl p1 {P(O) P(E) + (I- P(O)W- fY&))}, (2) 
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where P(E) is defined by (3.21). The operators U(E), V(E)EL(W) provided 
that I/P(O) - Z’(s)11 < 1. A simple computation shows that the condition is 
fulfilled if 
r0 2(1 -r0)2(2+r0).r* -’ 
O<s<min 2, 
{ [ I> * ari =& ) (3) 
where r0 is given by (3.20) and r* is the radius of the circle Z. 
LEMMA Al. The operator [Z- (P(0) - P(E))‘] -I commutes with the 
projections P(0) and P(E). 
Proof Let us start with the operator [Z- (P(0) - P(E))*]. Since 
[Z- (P(0) - P(E))*] P(0) = [Z- P(0) - P(E) + P(0) P(E) + P(E) P(O)] P(0) 
= P(0) P(E) P(0) = P(O)[Z- P(0) -P(E) $ P(0) P(E) + P(E) P(O)] 
= P(O)CZ- (P(O) - p(d)*l, 
P(0) commutes with I- (P(0) - P(E))*. Since I- (P(0) - P(E))’ is inver- 
tible for E satisfying (3) the inverse [Z- (P(0) -P(E))‘] -’ commutes with 
P(0) also. The proof with P(E) is analogous. 1 
LEMMA A2. Let E satisfy (3). Then U(E) V(&)=Z= V(E) U(E). 
Proof: 
V(E) U(E) = [Z- (P(0) - P(E))*] -‘{P(O) P(E) + (I- P(O))(Z- P(E))} 
x {P(4 P(O) + (I- fY&))(Z- P(O))) 
= [Z- (P(0) - P(E))*] -‘{p(O) P(E) P(0) + (I- P(0)) 
x (I- P(&))(Z- P(O))) 
= [Z- (P(0) - P(E))21 -‘{I- P(0) -P(E) + P(E) P(0) 
+ P(E) P(O)} = I. 
To compute U(E) V(E), we note that since [Z- (P(0) - P(E))*] commutes 
with P(0) and P(E), V(E) may also be written as 
V(E) = {P(O) P(E) + (I- P(O))(Z- P(&))}[Z- (P(0) - P(E))21 -‘. 
The rest follows by a direct computation. 1 
LEMMA A3. U(E): f*(O) + R*(E) and V(E): W*(E) +8&(O). 
Proof: 
U(e) P(0) = P(E) P(0) = P(E) U(E), 
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and hence 
U&N- P(O)) = (I- P(E)) U(E), 
proving the first part of the lemma. The second follows directly, since 
V(E) = V’(E). fl 
LEMMA A4 The operators U(E) and V(E) may be written as 
U(E) = I+ &U(E) (4) 
V(E)=z+&v(&), (5) 
where the operators D(E), P(E), A O(E), and P(E) A are uniformly bounded, 
i.e., there is M> 0 such that II 8(&)ll GM, 11 ~(T(E)II 6 A4, llA&~)(l 6 M, and 
/I B(E) AlI Q Mfor E satisfying (3). 
Proof: Since 
R(2; A(E))= R(& A)- &R(1; A(E))[A"'+EA'~'] R(,l; A) 
for l~p(A(~))n p(A) and for E satisfying (3), we have 
P(e)=$&W; A)dl.+$JrR(i; A(E)) 
x [A"'+EA'~'] R(I1; A) dA 
= P(0) +&F(E), 
where 
%)=$-.J R(1; A(E))[A"'+EA"'] R(1; A) dJ.. 
I- 
We shall start by proving that there are M, > 0, M2 > 0 such that 
IIA%)II GM,, II%) All GM,. 
Since A is closed, we have, after a simple calculation, 




AR(I~;A(E))[A(')+EA(~)] R(l; A) dJ 
I- ll 
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II~~~)lI B 
(1 - rd2(2 + rd. r* = M 
ari 2 
U(E) = P(E) P(0) + (I- P(&))(Z- P(0)) 
= z+ &[F(&) P(0) - P(&)(Z- P(O))] 
=1+&8(E), 
where 1) &&)I\ < 2. 118(.z)\\ < 2M2, proving (4). Similarly for V(E) we have 
~(&)=z+&[z-((P(0)-P(E))2]p1{P(O) P(&)-P(&)P(o)} 




II@)ll 64.2. II&)II <$M,. 
and 
ll8(~)Alldll2~(~)P(O)A~~(~)AIl 
f 2(/&E) A+ II + II&) All < 3 II&) All < 3M, 
lIA mll 6 2. lw%)lI . II [I- (P(O) - mH21 -‘II 
<2.M,.$=4Ml. 
Select M=max{3M,, !M, } and the proof is complete. 1 
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